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Smart Meters

To Chairman Quackenbush, Commissioners Isiogu and White
Here’s the formal notice to Michigan Public Service Commissioners:
I am here today to read this into the record. This is official notice of liability to each
member of the Michigan Public Service Commission (MPSC) that Smart Meters are
harmful to human health.
Smart Meters cause dangerous radio frequency microwave radiation. There are no
human health studies of people living in homes with Smart Meters. Public Health
Physician Dr. David Carpenter says that exposure to elevated radiation for long
periods of time is linked to cancer, damages the nervous system and has adverse
reproductive effects.
Smart Meters can also interfere with medical devices like pacemakers. Additionally,
high frequencies and transmitters contaminate 60 Hertz cycle electricity delivered
to homes, which is called dirty electricity. Dr. Sam Milham, a physician and
epidemiologist who specializes in occupational health has proven that dirty
electricity causes cancer and heart disease. Banks of Smart Meters for apartments
are even more dangerous.
This will serve as official notice of liability to each member that Smart Meters
violate federal wiretapping laws by recording and storing databases of private
activities without the knowledge and consent of the People who are monitored.
Because Smart Meters can identify individual electrical devices, and record when
they are operated, this is an invasion of the right to privacy and amounts to
domestic terrorism for profit by government permission violating health security of
Michigan homes.
A failure to regulate so as to stop this Smart Meter installation activity by MPSC is
individual commissioners admission of guilt after this Public Notice and Demand to
quit. Private corporate profit coupled with government “permissions” must never
damage public health without redress by Citizens; it is far better for MPSC to stop
the practice of installation now before capital costs of installation become a
delimiting factor in ending the practice in the future. Consumers Power and Detroit
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Edison must be put on public notice by this commission to NOT INSTALL these
things before public health is negatively affected.
The contract permitted by the MPSC not acting timely and Michigan energy
suppliers’ vendors to implement Smart Meters is unlawful because of the lack of
disclosure to the public consumers of electricity, lack of equal consideration of
persons affected and is an unconscionable act of failure to first obtain informed
consent amounting to fraud committed against the consumer through deception.
You have been legally been put on notice, your immunity as a government official is
now nullified, and you may be held personally responsible for illnesses resulting
from Smart Meter radiation and dirty electricity, in addition to illegal wiretapping.
You must adhere to the “Precautionary Principle” or be held accountable by ALL!
The precautionary principle or precautionary approach states that if an action or policy has a
suspected risk of causing harm to the public or to the environment, in the absence of scientific
consensus that the action or policy is harmful, the burden of proof that it is not harmful falls
on those taking the action.
This principle allows policy makers to make discretionary decisions in situations where there
is the possibility of harm from taking a particular course or making a certain decision when
extensive scientific knowledge on the matter is lacking. The principle implies that there is a
social responsibility to protect the public from exposure to harm, when scientific investigation
has found a plausible risk. These protections can be relaxed only if further scientific findings
emerge that provide sound evidence that no harm will result.

You are denied the consent of the We the People of the State of Michigan.
Smart Meters and any other radiation emitted from towers or devices causing
public health damage violate wiretapping laws in Michigan and must be banned. I
am demanding that you recon to your Oath of Office as public Commissioners and
stop this installation of Smart Meters. They may be acceptable in large public
factories or switching stations, but they must never come near homes and small
business in proximity to publics negatively affected by these meters.
I thank you for hearing me today.
Sincerely
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